In LibriVox’s first Multilingual Poetry Collection, LibriVox volunteers read their favourite public-domain poems in languages other than English. (Summary by David Barnes) Total running time: 00:43:42.

- Bengali – Banshi by Rabindranath Tagore – 00:03:46 – Read by Saugatakool
- Chinese – Qing Ming by Du Mu – 00:00:37 – Read by Jia Zhou
- Chinese – Shui Dia Ge Tou by Su Shi – 00:01:22 – Read by Jie
- Chinese – Song Yuan Er Shi An Xi by Wang Wei – 00:00:39 – Read by Jia Zhou
- Dutch – Holland by C.S. Adama van Scheltema – 00:01:37 – Read by Anna Simon
- Dutch – Lieve kleine jongens by Hieronymus van Alphen – 00:00:42 – Read by Carola Janssen
- Esperanto – Lobster Quadrille by Lewis Carroll – 00:01:44 – Read by Nicholas James Bridgewater
- French – A la Belgique by Emile Verhaeren – 00:02:00 – Read by Ezwa
- French – Chanson by Victor Hugo – 00:01:38 – Read by foudebassan
- French – Je vous sauve Marie by Francis Jammes – 00:01:40 – Read by foudebassan
- French – Namaouna chant troisieme by Alfred de Musset – 00:06:31 – Read by Jean Lambert
- French – Sagesse by Paul Verlaine – 00:00:50 – Read by Karen Savage
- German – Sie war ein Bluemlein by Wilhelm Busch – 00:00:51 – Read by cricket
- Italian – Davanti San Guido by Gioussue Carducci – 00:04:54 – Read by PaoloT
- Italian – Il cinque maggio by Alessandro Manzoni – 00:03:43 – Read by Martina
- Polish – Moja Piosnka by Cyprian Norwid – 00:01:43 – Read by Sandra Zera
- Polish – Oda do Mlodosci by Adam Mickiewicz – 00:03:34 – Read by Sandra Zera
- Spanish – En Su Tumba by Ignacio Manuel Altamirano – 00:00:43 – Read by Karen Savage
- Spanish – Pensando En Ella by Ignacio Manuel Altamirano – 00:01:10 – Read by Karen Savage

This recording is in the public domain and may be reproduced, distributed, or modified without permission. For more information or to volunteer, visit librivox.org.
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